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Printed in the United States of America A catalog record for this publication is available from the British Library. The motivation for this book lies squarely in the biography of Chaim Feiner. My family's citizenship is the enduring legacy of his determination, courage, and intelligence. I permanently record his name here, before all others, in triumphant defiance of anyone who has ever or will ever attempt to erase a human life. He persevered through the darkest years of modernity, resolutely confronting depravity and indifference. He transcended both with unwavering personal honor and cosmopolitanism, each of which he brought to bear on his political convictions and his relationships. I am in awe of his life and cherish his memory.
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For their role in helping me achieve my professional citizenship, I thank the members of my dissertation committee at Yale University: Rogers M. Smith, Ian Shapiro, John P. McCormick, and Bruce Ackerman. They instilled in me an appreciation for academic autonomy that I will carry with me well past the publication of this book. While I was at Yale, Robert Dahl, David Cameron, David Mayhew, and Peter Schuck also shared helpful feedback and congenial support.
Mary Dietz read a section of the dissertation and provided incisive and constructive critiques that took the work on its own terms before those terms were easy to discern. Carol Swain offered intellectual engagement and stalwart professional encouragement early and often. Linda Bosniak and Jennifer Hochschild gave me astute commentary on a draft of this manuscript. Bryan S. Turner provided me with an opportunity to think about questions of governmentality. He also founded the field of citizenship studies, one of his many achievements that have reshaped scholarship in the social sciences.
